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Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A. My name is Jeffrey D. Adkisson and my business address is 3521 Hollis Drive, Springfield, 2 

Illinois 62711. 3 

Q. Are you the same Jeffrey D. Adkisson who previously testified in the Ameren Illinois 4 

Company (“Ameren” or “AIC”) rate cases? 5 

A. Yes, I am. 6 

Q.  By whom are you presently employed and in what capacity?  7 

A. I am Executive Vice President and Treasurer of the Grain & Feed Association of Illinois 8 

(“GFAI”). 9 

Q. Please describe your educational background.   10 

A. My academic background includes a B.S. in Agricultural Education from Western Illinois 11 

University.  I have also attended a variety of continuing education programs throughout 12 

my career.  In 1999, I was accredited as a Certified Association Executive. 13 

Q.   Please describe your professional experience.   14 

A. I have been employed by GFAI since July of 1987, starting in the position as Coordinator 15 

of Member Services and advancing to my current position as Executive Vice President and 16 

Treasurer.  I have represented the grain and feed industry in various legislative hearings 17 

and in Ameren’s previous electric and gas rate cases. 18 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying? 19 

A. My testimony is prepared for and on behalf of the members of GFAI in the Ameren 20 

territories.  GFAI members operate grain elevators, grain dryers and feed dealerships 21 
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throughout the state of Illinois, representing over 90% of the commercial grain storage 22 

space in Illinois. 23 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 24 

A. My testimony will demonstrate the need to continue to phase out but retain the Rate 25 

Limiter for DS-3 and DS-4 rates at reasonable levels to prevent rate shock of over 100% 26 

to some GFAI members.  I will demonstrate why the proposed DS-6 temperature sensitive 27 

rate is unworkable and how it can be made workable with clarifications and/or 28 

modifications.  29 

Q. Will you provide a brief history of the Rate Limiters? 30 

A. Yes.  Because of rate increases of over 100%, the Rate Limiter provisions were 31 

implemented through Commission Order in Docket No. 07-0165.  Both the DS-3 and DS-32 

4 rate classes contain Rate Limiter provisions that ensure the monthly charges for the sum 33 

of Distribution Delivery and Transformation Charges are limited to no more than a set 34 

¢/kWh value if 20% or less of the customer‘s annual usage occurs in the summer months 35 

of June through September.  In AIC’s Case 09-0306 consolidated, a step was taken 36 

toward elimination of the Rate Limiter, but it was retained because of rate increases as 37 

high as 42%.   38 

Q. Did you also testify in AIC’s Case 11-0279 and 11-0282 (Consolidated)?   39 

A. Yes. I testified in Case 11-0279 (consolidated) that AIC should offer seasonal prices in its 40 

DS-3 and DS-4 rates similar to what it offers in its DS-1 and DS-2 rates but AIC 41 

withdrew those cases.  42 
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Q. What percentage of rate increase would grain elevators receive at proposed DS-3 43 

and DS-4 rates if the Rate Limiter is entirely eliminated as proposed in this case?  44 

A. A large number of grain elevators would receive rate increases of 50% to over 100%, with 45 

at least one grain elevator receiving an increase of 158% if the Rate Limiter is totally 46 

eliminated in this case.  I believe the reason why grain elevator rates increase so 47 

disproportionately is because grain elevators are currently placed in the DS-3 and DS-4 48 

rate classes, which class as a whole contributes significantly to the AIC system peak and 49 

therefore these classes are allocated distribution system costs to which grain elevators do 50 

not proportionately cause.  51 

Q. What are your recommendations with regard to the Rate Limiter?  52 

A. Because total elimination of the Rate Limiter at this time could cause rate increases of 53 

over 100% , I recommend continuation of phasing out the  Rate Limiter.  I recommend 54 

that the Rate Limiter be set at a level that would limit increased rates to grain elevators to 55 

about the same percentage rate increases that are applied to other customers groups. 56 

Q. Can seasonal prices for DS-3 and DS-4 rates more equitably charge customers that 57 

do and do not heavily contribute to the system coincident peak? 58 

A. Yes.  Seasonal DS-3 and DS-4 rates, similar to seasonal DS-1 and DS-2 rates, could more 59 

equitably place the burden of costs on customers relative to individual customers’ cost 60 

causation.   However, AIC has not proposed seasonal DS-3 or DS-4 pricing in this case.    61 

Q. Does AIC’s proposed DS-6 temperature sensitive rate offer an alternative for 62 

customers to mitigate their percentage rate increases in this case?  63 
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A. No, as proposed the DS-6 rate is not a good alternative for customers.  GFAI agrees with 64 

the concept of rewarding those who curtail usage at system peak; but without 65 

modifications to the proposed Rate DS-6, it is highly unlikely that any  customer will elect 66 

the DS-6 temperature sensitive rate option because it could cause them to curtail usage 67 

from March through November even when the AIC system is not in a peaking situation. 68 

The proposed DS-6 rate can actually cause rate increases for grain elevators even higher 69 

than the 100% or higher increases mentioned previously associated with  staying on the 70 

DS-3 or DS-4 rates without a Rate Limiter.   71 

Q. Does the proposed DS-6 rate provide a sufficiently good balance of benefits and 72 

penalties to get customers to curtail electric usage during high temperature system 73 

peak load conditions? 74 

A.  No, I don’t think grain elevators will elect to take service under the DS-6 rate as proposed 75 

because the potential penalties are too severe compared to the potential benefits.  At 76 

proposed temperatures under the DS-6 rate, grain elevators could have to curtail at times 77 

when the system is not at near peak, even in the months of March through November.  78 

Further, grain elevators could see rate increases of 300%, or more, under the proposed 79 

DS-6 rate.  However, with some clarifications or modifications, I do think grain elevators 80 

could elect the DS-6 rate and provide system-wide benefits under a temperature sensitive 81 

demand side management rate. 82 

Q. With clarifications or modifications to the proposed DS-6 rate, do you see potential 83 

system benefits for all customers classes from a temperature sensitive rate?  84 
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A.  Yes, customers who curtail electric usage at times of utility distribution system peak 85 

loading help to reduce longer term utility investment costs and can lower cost of service 86 

and rates to all customers.   87 

Q. Are GFAI members potential participants under the proposed DS-6 rate? 88 

A.  Yes, potentially, but only if the DS-6 rate is modified such that it achieves a good balance 89 

between incentives to curtail on-peak summer use relative to penalties for failure to 90 

curtail.  Grain elevators with the ability to curtail electric usage during system summer 91 

peak loading periods of high temperatures will likely elect to take service under a modified 92 

DS-6 rate if it is designed to achieve a good balance between incentives and penalties.  93 

Q. Is the proposed DS-6 electric temperature sensitive rate designed similarly to AIC’s 94 

GDS-5 temperature based natural gas rate? 95 

A. Yes, but of course the intent of the DS-6 electric rate is to incentivize customers to curtail 96 

electric usage during summer high temperature periods, while the AIC GDS-5 natural gas 97 

rate incentivizes customers to curtail natural gas usage when the average daily temperature 98 

is below 25 degrees Fahrenheit.   Both electric and natural gas temperature sensitive rates 99 

are designed to achieve system benefits via demand side management.  I commend AIC 100 

for proposing the optional DS-6 temperature sensitive electric rate in an attempt to 101 

achieve system wide economies; however, without clarifications and modifications, I don’t 102 

think customers will elect the DS-6 the rate option. 103 

Q. Is it common practice for electric utilities to offer load management rate incentives 104 

to customers who elect to curtail or interrupt electric usage during periods of high 105 

temperatures?  106 
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A.  Yes. My understanding is that Midwestern and Southern summer-peaking utilities offer a 107 

variety of electric rates that are effectively temperature based.  Several utilities offer 108 

residential customers discounts for the right to interrupt and cycle electric hot water 109 

heaters and air conditioners by remote radio control for certain durations of time during 110 

summer peak system loading conditions when temperatures are the highest.  Some utilities 111 

offer commercial and industrial discounts for being subject to interruption.  There are a 112 

variety of  utility electric rates that incentivize customers to curtail usage during system 113 

peak loading periods.   114 

Q. Do other Load Serving Entity in MISO have effective load management program by 115 

offering optional curtailment or interruptible electric rate programs? 116 

A. Yes, there are many electric tariffs across the Midwest and around the county with rates 117 

which incentivize customers to shift electric usage to off peak, non-summer periods.  118 

AIC’s DS-1 and DS-2 rates offer lower prices during non-summer periods but, ironically, 119 

AIC’s DS-3 and DS-4 rates do not have seasonal rates.  Ameren-Missouri has summer 120 

and winter rates.  MidAmerican Energy Company (MEC) has curtailment or interruptible 121 

rates and riders which provide incentives to customers to reduce electric usage during 122 

system heavy loading conditions, which occur during high summer temperature periods.  123 

Perhaps Alliant Energy (aka Interstate Power & Light Company or IPL) in Iowa has the 124 

most successful Midwestern utility load management program with seasonal and 125 

interruptible or curtailment rates.  The IPL rate limits interruption or curtailment hours to 126 

64 annually. 127 

Q. What makes for an effective load management electric rate?   128 
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A.      An effective interruptible or curtailment electric rate achieves a balance between system 129 

wide benefits and net benefits or incentives to individual customers who voluntarily curtail 130 

usage during peak system loading conditions, which for AIC and other summer peaking 131 

Midwestern utilities occurs during high temperature periods.   For a customer to 132 

voluntarily elect to take service under an interruptible or curtailment rate, the expected 133 

number of hours of curtailment by the customer needs to be reasonable,  while being a 134 

sufficiently large number of hours annually to achieve system load relief during peak 135 

demand periods.  That is, net benefits  and costs to the customer for voluntarily curtailing 136 

usage at near system peak demand loading must consider the expected number of hours of 137 

curtailment per year, the financial credits for curtailment, and the system benefits achieved.    138 

Q. What data shows that, as proposed, DS-6 curtailment would be necessary even when 139 

the system is not near coincidental peak?  140 

A.  GFA Exhibit 1.1 is a summary of AIC’s response to data request AG 1.10.  GFA Exhibit 141 

1.1 shows the number of days in each month from 2001 through 2012 when daily average 142 

temperatures exceeded the AIC proposed Tier 1 and Tier 2 average daily temperatures at 143 

Belleville, Decatur, Marion and Peoria.   For this twelve year period, customers in the 144 

Belleville area would be subject to curtailment and Excess Demand Charges from March 145 

through November at the proposed DS-6 Tier 1 and Tier 2 average daily temperatures.  146 

Similarly, customers in the Decatur, Marion and Peoria areas would be subject to 147 

curtailment and Excess Demand Charges from March through October, March through 148 

November, and March through October, respectively.  On average for theses four regions 149 

of the state, customers taking service under the proposed DS-6 rate would be subject to 150 
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curtailment an average of 127 days per year for On-peak hours each day.   I do not 151 

anticipate any customer will elect the DS-6 rate under such a large number of curtailment 152 

hours annually  This is particularly so when Excess Demand Charges could be imposed for 153 

any single 15 minute failure to curtail, which can  result in a 250% cost increase at 154 

proposed penalty demand charges equal to 4.0 and 12.0 times normal demand charges.  155 

Q. How did you determine that customers can experience 250% costs increases under 156 

the proposed DS-6 rate for failure to interrupt for a single 15 minute interval even if 157 

not near system coincidental peak?  158 

A.  I previously explained that the Tier 1 and Tier 2 Excess Demand Charges of 4.0 and 12.0 159 

times normal demand charges could occur even in off peak months of March and 160 

November.  By inserting a Tier 2 demand charge in only one month of AIC’s spreadsheets 161 

prepared in response to data request GFA 1.03, I was able to quickly determine that 162 

failure to interrupt for a single 15 minute period can create DS-6 increases of 250% or 163 

more.   164 

Q.  What clarifications or modifications do you propose for the DS-6 rate?  165 

A.  First, because DS-6 is a new rate, the Commission should retain the Rate Limiter at a 166 

reasonable level and approve the DS-6 rate as an “experimental rate,” with participation 167 

limited to the first one hundred DS-3 customers and first fifty DS-4 customers that sign up 168 

each year, until the time of the next AIC rate design case, or about three years.  This 169 

three-year experimental rate period will provide AIC and customers  with operating 170 

experience which can be addressed in the next AIC rate design case.  At that time, all 171 
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parties and the Commission can better assess the effectiveness and system benefits of the 172 

DS-6 rate before making it a permanent rate. 173 

Q. Do you recommend other clarifications or modifications to the proposed DS-6 rate? 174 

A.  Yes.  I recommend that the Commission approve the following clarifications or 175 

modifications: 176 

 (1)   Set Tier 1 and Tier 2 Excess Demand Charges for failure to curtail at 2.0 and 4.0 177 

times the respective normal Distribution Delivery Charges;  178 

(2)  Make Tier 1 and Tier 2 Excess Demand Charges applicable to “June 16 through 179 

September 5, during On-Peak hours of the current calendar month for interval metered 180 

customers” instead of “On-Peak hours of any day during the current Billing Period”; and 181 

(3)  Make Penalty Excess Demand Charges for Tier 1 and Tier 2 be applicable for 182 

customer failure to curtail only during the June 16 through September 5 period  when 183 

average daily temperatures are forecasted to be equal to or greater than 80 degrees 184 

Fahrenheit and 85 degrees Fahrenheit, respectively.   185 

Q. Why should Tier 1 and Tier 2 Excess Demand Charges be applicable to “calander 186 

months” rather than a “Billing Period?” 187 

A.  Because DS-3 and DS-4 customers have 15 minute interval recording meters, there is no 188 

need to use a Billing Period as there is for DS-1 and DS-2 customers with meters that are 189 

read approximately monthly on a billing cycle basis.  For example, it is very possible that a 190 

“Billing Period” for September can include hours and days from August or October. 191 

Imposing Excess Demand Charges for a 15 minute period in August or October for a 192 
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September Billing Period can result in unintended curtailments and annual cost increases 193 

as much as 250% to DS-6 customers.  194 

Q. Why are you proposing DS-6 Tier 1 and Tier 2 Excess Demand Charges be set at 2.0 195 

and 4.0 times the respective normal Distribution Delivery Charges? 196 

A.  As proposed, the DS-6 Excess Demand Charges for failure to interrupt to the Assurance 197 

Power level are so excessive that customers who can curtail usage at times of system 198 

peaks will probably not elect to take service under the DS-6 temperature sensitive rate.   199 

Under the proposed DS-6 rate, one 15 minute failure to curtail, even in March, April, 200 

October or November, can result in an annual cost increase of over 250%.  As proposed, 201 

failure to curtail for even 15 minutes, even if not at or near system peak, can trigger 202 

Excess Demand Charges for Tier 1 and Tier 2 equal to 4.0 and 12.0 times the normal 203 

Distribution Delivery Charges, respectively.  At least during a three-year experimental 204 

period or until AIC’s next rate design case, I recommend Tier 1 and Tier 2 Excess 205 

Demand Charges be set at 2.0 and 4.0 times the respective normal Distribution Delivery 206 

Charges, which are still significantly punitive for customer failure to curtail during 207 

specified high-temperature on-peak hours.  208 

Q. Are you sponsoring any other exhibit that demonstrates a more balanced Tier 1 and 209 

Tier 2 average daily temperature?  210 

A.  Yes.  GFA Exhibit 1.2 also shows the number of days from 2001 through 2012 when the 211 

AIC system coincident loads were equal to or exceeded 98%, and 95% of system annual 212 

coincident peak.  On average for this 12 year period, AIC’s combined system load 213 

exceeded 98 and 95% of annual system coincident peak on 2.5 and 6.1 days annually, 214 
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respectively.   For the same period, the maximum number of days in any year that AIC’s 215 

combined system load exceeded 98% and 95% was 4  and 10 days annually, respectively. 216 

Q. What conclusion can be drawn from GFA Exhibit 1.2?  217 

A.  The appropriate average daily temperatures at which Tier 1 and Tier 2 Excess demand 218 

Charges should apply are those temperatures at which system loads exceed 98% and 95% 219 

of annual system peak load and a reasonable expectation for curtailment is up to 10 days 220 

annually.   221 

Q. Are you sponsoring an exhibit that shows average daily temperatures for the AIC 222 

system when loads exceeded 98% and 95% of annual system peak load? 223 

A.  Yes, GFA Exhibit 1.3 is from AIC’s response to data request GFA1.10 and it shows a 224 

summary of the average daily temperatures for the period 2001 through 2012 for each 225 

AIC rate zone and the AIC system total when loads exceeded 98% and 95% of annual 226 

system peak load.  During this twelve year period, the AIC load did not exceed 98% of 227 

annual coincidental peak in any Rate Zone prior to June 22
nd

 nor later than August 26
th
.  228 

During this twelve year period, the AIC load did not exceed 95% of annual coincidental 229 

peak in any Rate Zone prior to June 22nd nor later than September 1
st
.   230 

Q. What premise is behind AIC’s proposed Tier 1 and Tier 2 penalty at average daily 231 

temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit and 77 degrees?  232 

A.  AIC states that the initial threshold, an average daily temperature of  70 degrees, is 233 

consistent with temperatures at which AIC typically experiences increased electric demand 234 

due to air conditioning loads and therefore 70 degrees is appropriate for Tier 1 Demand.  235 

AIC then performed a statistical analysis using eleven years of historical system peak data, 236 
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2001 - 2011 and corresponding temperature data.  The statistic used for Tier 2 from the 237 

analysis was the 3rd standard deviations “below” the mean, or 77 degrees. 238 

Q.  Do you agree that using the third deviation “below” the mean temperature is 239 

appropriate for Tier 2? 240 

A.  No.  I am not a statistician, but it seems more  appropriate to use the third standard 241 

deviation “above” the mean as an indicator of a reasonable temperature to use for Tier 2.  242 

I expect electrical facilities are designed with a capacity to carry load at the highest 243 

expected temperature or, at the third standard “above” the mean.  The third standard 244 

deviation below the mean temperature, or average temperature,  is not significant because 245 

the capacity of utility distribution facilities must carry maximum loading and not average 246 

loading or “below” average loading. 247 

Q.  Do AIC’s workpapers provide a more appropriate temperature for Tier 2? 248 

A.  Yes.  Refer to GFA Exhibit 1.4, which is from Mr. Schonhoff’s workpapers. GFA Exhibit 249 

1.4 shows that the mean average daily temperatures was 85 degrees at coincident peaks 250 

for 2001 through 2011.  Mr. Schonoff’s workpapers also show the third deviation “above” 251 

mean to be 92 degrees.  The third standard deviation “below” the mean or average, 77 252 

degrees, is not relevant when designing and building capacity of distribution facilities to 253 

carry the highest expected high temperature loading.  What is relevant is the third standard 254 

deviation “above” the average or mean, or 92 degrees.  That implies approximately 99.7% 255 

of the observations occurred when the average daily temperature is “below” 92 degrees. 256 

Because we are concerned with curtailing load at the high-end of the range when 257 
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distribution system loading is near full capacity, the 92 degree average daily temperature is 258 

relevant and 77 degree average daily temperature is not relevant.   259 

Q.  Is Mr. Schonhoff’s 85 degrees mean average temperature and its derivative of 92 260 

degrees as the third standard deviation above the mean consistent with GFA Exhibit 261 

1.3? 262 

A.  Yes,  GFA Exhibit 1.3 shows the average daily temperatures on 100% peak days for the 263 

four weather stations to range from 82.5 degrees to 85.5 degrees and was 84.5 degrees on 264 

June 23, 2009, the first day of any years from 2001 through 2012 that the coincidental 265 

system peak occurred.  266 

Q.  Do you recommend that 92 degrees be set as the average daily temperature for Tier 267 

2 penalty demand? 268 

A.  No. I do not recommend Tier 2 be set at 92 degrees.  Instead, I recommend a more 269 

conservative  Tier 2 average daily temperature of 85 degrees, at least for an experimental 270 

rate period. 271 

Q.  Can you explain why the premise behind AIC’s proposed Tier 1 penalty average 272 

daily temperatures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit is not appropriate?  273 

A.  Yes.  First, there are days in March, April, October and November that are above 70 274 

degrees average temperature when the system is not near peak.  I agree with Mr. 275 

Schonhoff that air conditioning is a major driver of increased electrical.  However, I do 276 

not agree with his underlying starting premise that 70 degrees is the temperature at which 277 

AIC typically  experiences increased electrical demand; at least not increased demands to 278 

the point of causing an AIC annual system peak.  Certainly, some people set their air 279 
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conditioning thermostats at 70 degrees, but the data in my sponsored exhibits clearly show 280 

that AIC system peaks do not occur when average daily temperature is anywhere close to 281 

70 degrees.  First, an air conditioner thermostat that is set at 70 degrees may kick-on 282 

when the “high temperature”  of day reaches 70 degrees; but, that is far different than 283 

establishing a system coincident peak on a day when the “average daily temperature” is 70 284 

degrees.   285 

Q.  Is air conditioning load diversity a factor in determining when system coincident 286 

peak occurs? 287 

A.  Yes, load diversity is a factor in determining system coincidental peak.  Air conditioner 288 

thermostats cycle on and off, such that an air conditioner will be “on” much less time 289 

when the average daily temperature is 70 degrees than on a day with an average 290 

temperature of 85 or 90 degrees.  When multiple customer air conditioners kick on and off 291 

during the hour or day, there is diversity such that the sum of the individual air conditioner 292 

demands is much higher than the actual coincident demand seen by the utility electrical 293 

delivery system.  In particular, there is significant diversity at the point of a distribution 294 

substation that has several different feeders going to many different customers.  Utilities 295 

that offer incentives for the right to interrupt air conditioners on hot days take advantage 296 

of this diversity factor and some utilities provide greater incentives for the right to 297 

interrupt for greater number of minutes within an hour.   298 

Q. Has the AIC system annual peak increased each year during the 2001-2011 period?  299 

A.  No; GFA Exhibit 1.4  shows that the AIC annual coincident system peaks in 2008 and 300 

2009 were less than annual system peaks in prior years of 2005, 2006 and 2007?  301 
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Q. Presuming distribution facilities are designed with capacity to meet expected 302 

coincident peak loading for multiple future years, in what years did the highest 303 

annual system peaks occur from  2001 through 2011 and at what were the average 304 

daily temperatures when these highest annual peaks occurred?  305 

A.  Please see GFA Exhibit 1.4.  The highest annual peak in any rate zone over these eleven  306 

years occurred on July 21, 2011 when the average daily temperature was 89 degrees 307 

Fahrenheit for the Marion weather station.  During this eleven year period, the previous 308 

four high annual coincidental peaks and corresponding highest average daily temperatures 309 

of any of the four weather stations occurred August 7, 2007 at 88.0 degrees, July 31, 310 

2006 at 87.5 degrees, July 25, 2005 at 88.5 degrees, and August 3, 2010 at 89.5 degrees.   311 

This historic data shows that relief to distribution facility capacity becomes necessary at 312 

about to 88 to 89 degrees average daily temperature.  Thus, it is appropriate to initiate 313 

penalties for failure to curtail beginning at a conservative Tier 1 average daily forecasted 314 

temperature of 80 degrees Fahrenheit and at a more punitive Tier 2 average daily 315 

forecasted temperature of 85 degrees Fahrenheit.  A failure to curtail at Tier 1 and Tier 2 316 

with penalty equivalents of 2.0 and 4.0 normal demand charges  are progressively severe 317 

and are more than sufficient to encourage curtailment when system load is at or above 318 

95% and 98%, respectively. 319 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 320 

A.  Yes it does.  321 


